Over the past 20 years, Proxim has established itself as an industry leader and technical pioneer of microwave and networking technologies. It has always been a priority of Proxim to effectively train users on these technologies which has resulted in a world class training program with over 5000 students trained. Most classes are open to the public and held throughout the year, in different geographic regions worldwide as part of Proxim's Technical Certification program.

In addition to the public certification classes Proxim also offers a variety of private training options and can accommodate most requests. From an on-site certification class to instructor led on-line courses Proxim is committed to delivering high quality, highly effective, and completely professional training to ensure that each student receives, understands, and retains the material.

All classes are taught by experienced Proxim Systems Engineers, and Authorized Trainers who have the skill and experience to identify with both the audience and the individual while keeping the class interesting and informative for all.

The following class types are the most commonly offered but is by no means the limit. If there is a specific requirement for education we are always willing to work with you and your requirements or constraints to provide tremendously effective trainings.

**Standard Public Trainings**

- Proxim frequently offers various trainings and seminars across the globe which are open to the public. To attend one of these classes for Technical Certification training, or more general Sales related training you can always view the latest class schedule and register on-line at http://training.proxim.com.

**Private Certification classes:**

- Become Proxim Certified at the location of your choice by hosting a Private Certification class.

**Product Training (Technical):**

- Only interested in a particular Proxim product or how that product fits into your solution? A focused product training can be delivered in person or via instructor led on-line course to provide an in-depth look at the programming, installation, monitoring, and management.

**Product Training (Sales):**

- Having an educated sales force is key to selling successfully. Proxim offers private sales training on all Proxim products. Tailored material can be delivered to specific applications and verticals to assist in creating

**Specialized RF and Technology Training / Seminars:**

- Custom and/or focused material can be delivered to educate audiences on topics such as; RF theory, Networking, Equipment Installation, Radio Network Monitoring, Best Practices, etc. This material can be delivered in a mixed-vendor, or vendor-neutral manner.

**OEM Training:**

- Partnering with Proxim in an OEM agreement? Educate your team on the new solution by arranging a customized training. These can be delivered at the location of your choice and with various levels of detail and coverage to meet the needs of the audience(s).